March 2022

Week Two

K-1st Grade

Cooperation is working together
to do more than you can do alone.
1 Peter 3:8
D AY

1

D AY

It’s You!

3

Fill It In

It is really nice to find someone that you can work

Using this week’s verse, fill in the blanks to

well with. Are you someone that people want

complete the verse using the word bank.

to work with? Talk with your parent about some
characteristics of a good partner. A partner can be

All

a friend, brother, sister, friend, or neighbor. What
can you do to be the best partner around?
LOOK for opportunities to use your strengths
to be a good friend and partner.

one

“Finally, I want

kind

tender

of you to agree with

another. Be understanding.
and

. Be

humble

one another. Be

.” 1 Peter 3:8

KNOW that working with others is worth it.
D AY

2

Do Good Goggles

Grab some paper, tape, and scissors. Create a
pair of goggles using the supplies listed. Once

D AY

4

Pray for a Partner

they are completed, walk around your house, or

Spend some time praying to God about putting

neighborhood, looking for people who can use

people in your life that can help you and that you

some help. Ask if you can help them complete the

can help.

job they are working on. Tell them you can work
together to help each other succeed.

“Dear God, Help me to be able to see when
someone needs help. Help me be a good friend

ASK God to help you see someone succeed.

and partner. Help me to be a friend that someone is
willing to help and that we can be better together.
Thank You for always being there for me and I pray
that I can be there for others. Amen.”

Work together to help
someone succeed.
A Devotional on Cooperation

THANK God for being a great example of always
having someone by our side.
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